
Zero Resistance Habits Cheat Sheet

Watch the Zero Resistance Habits video first. Then, follow the steps of this cheat sheet to design
the next step of a habit you want to develop.

You can either print this sheet or make a copy of Google doc here:
10K Steps a Day Challenge - Zero Resistance Habits Cheat Sheet

In order to use the Google doc version you need to make a copy of the file by clicking on “File >
Make” a copy as shown in the image below.

Step 1: What’s the lifestyle improvement?
Instead of an outcome goal like losing 10 lbs/kg or getting a six pack, think about a change you want to
make in your behavior or lifestyle. Do you want to start exercising? Sleep better? Eat more whole foods or
cook at home?

Step 2: Brainstorm actions
Up tp 10 behaviors that you like and believe would help you create this lifestyle improvement.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1smTvaoebHRlSfEcBP7IbnkN1VaUzBBWaiGjZqSBFJnE/edit?usp=sharing


Step 3: Highlight the high-impact ones
Identify the 3-5 behaviours from above that you believe will have the greatest impact on helping you create
this lifestyle improvement.

Step 4: Check-in with your body pt1
• Pick one of the high-impact actions from step 3.
• Take a deep breath and relax your muscles gently.
• Visualize doing this action.
• Do you sense anything in your body? Do you feel open or resistant towards the behaviour?
• Do the same with the other high-impact actions.
• Choose the one high-impact action that you feel the least resistance to do and write it down below.

Step 5: Check-in with your body pt2
• Consider the high-impact action you just chose.
• Did you feel any resistance when visualizing yourself doing it? Or is this so ridiculously easy or
pleasurable that you have no ways to miss it? Write your thoughts below.

Step 6: Make it easier
• If you felt any resistance towards committing to this action, scale down this action so that it’s even easier.
• Write down the easier version of this action below.

Step 7: Check-in once more
• Visualize again yourself doing this new action.
• If you felt any resistance towards committing to this action, repeat step 6.



• If you feel that this action is so ridiculously easy or pleasurable that you have no ways to miss it, then
write this action below. This will be your commitment.

Step 8: Write your recipe pt1 – prompt
• Think of the prompt that will trigger the action. A good prompt is something that already inevitably
happens everyday in your life or is a habit stack.
• If you can’t think of good prompts, then list down all the things you do everyday in your morning,
afternoon, and evening to identify potential good prompts.

Step 9: Write your recipe pt2 – the full recipe
• Choose a prompt.
• Write your recipe in the present tense following the format “when I __[prompt]__, I ___[action]___”.
• The clearer and more specific, the better.
• Examples:

When I put the last dish in the sink, I immediately walk to the door and wear my left shoe. (for
someone who is walking towards going for a walk after lunch)

When I finish putting on my comfy pants after work, I walk to the kitchen, fill a pot with water, put it
on the stove, and light a fire. (for someone who is working towards start cooking)

Step 10: Rehearse it 7 times
• Most important step! Take the time right now to simulate the prompt and execute your action. Do it 7
times in a row.
• If you can’t execute it right now, then visualize it slowly, with as many details as possible. Do it for 7 times.



Step 11: Celebrate it
• Do your celebration habit right after you finish the 7th rehearsal.

Play full out
It’s likely that you will feel these steps are too tiny. That you say “yeah, ok” in your mind but don’t
feel like taking baby steps towards something you really want to achieve.

I invite you to play full out. To, at least once, give this process a try exactly how it’s supposed to
be done. So many people think that these steps are way too small for them to actually do. Who
will set a goal to tie their left shoe and then call it a day when what they actually want is to take a
30min walk everyday?

No too many. But even less people are successful in building the habits they want. How long
have you been meaning to create this lifestyle improvement you’re working on right now?

Perhaps, it’s time to try a different approach.

The best thing is that, it’s scientifically designed to work.

Commit to a ridiculously small and easy action. When that’s solid, do this process again to
determine the next action. Keep doing this process and when you realize, you finally built that
habit you so long thought it was too hard for you.

Let’s connect
Did this cheat sheet help you take a small action towards a change you want to make? I’d love to
know more from you, what’s the lifestyle improvement you’re working on and what’s your first
zero resistance habit recipe for that.

Connect with me over my private telegram group. It’s free for my community is you are part of it
now. Just sign up to my newsletter in this link and I’ll give you the details on how to join it.

Talk soon!

Much love,

https://ronandiego.com/newsletter

